
Schedule from October 8th to October 14th

Dates Time Beneficiaries Points of attention Tasks

Monday, 

October 8th

8.00 - 09.45 Ms. Martine Lambion

rue aux champs 18 in Brussels

Floor 4

important medical follow-up; make sure to 

keep all appointments

Wash, dressing 

breakfast-feed

10.00 - 13.30 Mr. Michel Louis 

Avenue de la Révolution 114 in Brussels

Return from hospital following a car 

accident.

accompany Monsieur to his appointment 

with the physiotherapist at the hospital.

Posting mail

14.00 - 16.30 Ms. Frida Oumpapa

rue Verte 1112 in Brussels

Floor: 6

asthmatic 

tires easily

clean the whole apartment

weekly shopping

Tuesday, 

October 9th

8.00 - 11.00 Mr. Michel Louis 

Avenue de la Révolution 114 in Brussels

Return from hospital following a car 

accident.

maintenance of the accommodation: 

cleaning of the kitchen, bathroom, shower 

and vacuuming of the room; purchase of 

medicines at the pharmacy

11.15 - 13.45 Ms. Louisette Legrand

avenue des Grands Prés, 74 in Brussels

Floor 4

 beginning of alzheimer prepare lunch and dinner

laundry and cleaning of the apartment

14.00 - 17.00 Mr Laurent Gemant

Boulevard Général Plume 226 in Brussels

Difficulty to move toilet, dressing 

accompany Mr. to the hospital 

(appointment with the dermatologist).

Wednesday, 

October 10

08.00 - 08.45 Madame Virgin Lena

rue Vanderhulst 89 à Bruxelles

Floor : 1

Wash in bed, dressing, protection, 

09.00 - 12.30 Mr. Michel Louis 

Avenue de la Révolution 114 in Brussels

Return from hospital following a car 

accident.

meal preparation, service and tidying up.

laundry of bath sheets; drying and storage 

of linen

12.45 - 14.30 Mr. and Mrs. Ploech

rue d'En-haut 679 in Brussels

Mr. suffers from Parkinson's and 

swallowing problems; Mrs. is diabetic.

meal preparation, meal assistance and 

tidying up

14.45 - 16.15 Mrs. Angela Diouris

rue de l'Hippodrome 22/002 in Brussels 

Ground floor on the right

couple in wheelchairs. 

Use the lift for Mrs. and Mrs. B.'s toilet.

Baby bath, laundry, ironing

ducourneauc
Tampon 



Thursday, 

October 11

08.00 - 09.30 Mrs. Paulette Chardon 

rue du Barreau 67 in Brussels

Depression following an accident Wash in the shower with apparatus, 

prepare breakfast, set Madame at the 

table, make up the bed

09.45 - 12.45 Mr. Michel Louis 

Avenue de la Révolution 114 in Brussels

Return from hospital following a car 

accident.

accompany Monsieur to the hospital

13.00 - 15.30 Mr. Stéphane Garnier

route de la Vallée verte, 321 in Brussels

Mr. is in a wheelchair. home maintenance, grocery shopping and 

drugstore purchases

Friday, October 

12

08.00 - 09.15 Mrs. Ginette Brasseur

avenue du Bois 876 in Brussels

Floor: 3

Visually impaired; Madam also suffers 

from shingles.

Wash and cream;

 breakfast

09.30 - 11.15 Mr Firmin Lallemand

rue de Bordeaux, 54 in Brussels

after-effects of stroke, difficulty 

communicating 

showering, dressing, seating, meal 

preparation

11.30 - 13.30 Mrs. Claire Fontaine 

rue du cerf-volant, 12 in Brussels

Mrs. has multiple sclerosis. prepare the meal; grind; spoon out the 

meal

13.00 - 16.00 Mr. Michel Louis 

Avenue de la Révolution 114 in Brussels

Return from hospital following a car 

accident.

maintenance of the accommodation: 

cleaning the kitchen, bathroom, shower 

and vacuuming the room; preparation of 

evening and Saturday lunch

Saturday, 

October 13

08.00 - 09.15 Madame Virgin Lena

rue Vanderhulst 89 à Bruxelles

Floor : 1

Wash in bed, dressing, protection, 

put in a chair, give breakfast

09.30 - 10.15 Ms. Joséphine Bacquer

rue Diderot 34/16 à Bruxelles

Etage : 2 ; appartement 203

Wash in bed

10.30 - 11.30 Mr. Albert Rion

rue de Paris 130 in Brussels

Ground floor; bell on the right

Mr.is deaf and multi-handicapped. Wash of Mr., keep him company and help 

him prepare the meal.

12.00 - 12.45 Mrs. Geneviève Paulus

avenue du Viaduc, 15/104 in Brussels 

Floor: 7 - left lift

Be firm with Mrs., who often refuses the 

wash

Grooming and putting on compression 

stockings

13.00 - 14.00 Mr Henri Botté

Avenue Zeus 201/5 in Brussels

Floor: 18 (apartment on the right as you 

exit the lift)

If Monsieur does not open: 1/ ring the 

doorbell at the caretaker's 2/ ring the 

doorbell at the next-door neighbour's 

house

Heating the meal in the microwave; 

setting up the gentleman at the table; 

putting things back in order

Sunday, October 

14

No service


